Noun Phrases Exercises With Answers
t he n oun p hr as e - t he n oun p hr as e recognize a noun phrase when you see one. a noun phrase
includes a noun—a person, place, or thing—and the modifiers which distinguish it. you can find the noun dog in
a sentence, for example, but you don't know which canine the writer means until you consider the entire noun
phrase: that dog, aunt audrey's dog, the dog on the sofa, the neighbor's dog that chases our ... noun phrases
worksheet - english grammar - noun phrases worksheet ... hints a noun phrase serves the same purpose as
a noun. that means it can be the subject or object of the verb. it can also be the object of a preposition. 1. he
wished to talk to his manager. 2. the wicked man loves getting poor people into trouble. 3. the poor man
wanted to pay back every penny he owed. repesenting content: grammatical techniques for writing ... answers 6 2. the structure of the noun phrase definition: the noun phrase contains a “head” noun and any
other words (“modifiers”) that give us information about this noun. noun phrase exercise 1: underline the noun
phrases in the following texts. if possible, check with your classmates. note: embedded noun phrases (noun
phrases inside noun phrases) are shown in [square brackets]. noun phrases exercise - english grammar 1. noun phrase: to win the ﬁrst prize; it acts as the object of the verb hope 2. noun phrase: to solve the puzzle;
it acts as the object of the verb tried 3. noun phrase: reading this book; it acts as the object of the verb enjoy
4. noun phrase: to go home; it acts as the object of the verb wants chapter 3 noun phrases pronouns noun phrases now that we have established something about the structure of verb phrases, let's move on to
noun phrases (nps). a noun phrase is a noun or pronoun head and all of its modifiers (or the coordination of
more than one np--to be discussed in chapter 6). some nouns require the presence of a determiner as a
modifier. t he phr as e - certain phrases have specific names based on the type of word that begins or
governs the word group: noun phrase, verb phrase, prepositional phrase, infinitive phrase, participle phrase,
gerund phrase, and absolute phrase. noun phrases a noun phrase includes a noun—a person, place, or
thing—and the modifiers— using clauses as nouns and adjectives - exercises: identify each noun clause. is
it used as a subject, a direct object, an indirect object, an object of a preposition, or a predicate noun? 1. you
know that the telephone uses electricity. 2. what you say into a phone creates sound waves. 3. an electric
current carries the sound to whoever is listening. noun phrases - carnegie mellon university - additional
things that are in noun phrases • relative clauses – the book that i read – the book that annoyed you •
prepositional phrases – the book on the table – the book about linguistics • adjectives – the blue book – the
book (that is) bluer than the sky – the bird light enough to fly understanding english grammar 9th edition
exercises - chapter 2 words and phrases 11 w ord c lasses 11 exercise 2.1 identifying form-class words 13 the
noun phrase 15 exercise 2.2 identifying noun phrases 17 the prepositional phrase 19 exercise 2.3 identifying
prepositional phrases 21 test exercise 2.4 identifying words and phrases 23 chapter 3 sentence patterns and
types 25 exercise answers - california state university, northridge - exercise answers identify the verb
phrases in the following sentences. state whether they are main verb phrases, present participle phrases, past
participle phrases or gerunds. 1. encouraged by her coach’s praise, melody repeated her routine on the
balance beam. noun clauses worksheet - grammarbank - noun clauses worksheet a. fill in the blanks with
the suitable conjunctions given (more than one alternative might be possible in some cases) that why if which
whether when who where whose what how 1. chapter 4 modifiers and complements adjectives and ... chapter 4 modifiers and complements adjectives and adjective phrases structure an adjective phrase consists
of an adjective and all of its modifiers and complements. the smallest possible adjective phrase therefore
consists of just an adjective. notice that in the sentence like olive wants a really big car, there is an adjective
phrase really phrases and clauses - troup county school system - phrases and clauses i. a phrase is a
collection of words that may have nouns or verbals, but it does not have a subject doing a verb. the following
are examples of phrases: leaving behind the dog smashing into a fence before the first test after the
devastation between ignorance and intelligence broken into thousands of pieces because of her glittering
smile a identifying verb phrases - sna english - a identifying verb phrases underline the verb phrase in
each sentence. name: date: copyright ©2013 worksheetworks melissa will wait for the taxi at the corner ... 9
phrases - wac clearinghouse - 9 phrases key concepts definition of phrase modification and
complementation adverb phrases prepositional phrases adjective phrases noun phrases verb phrases
introduction no doubt you have noticed that our discussion of parts of speech required us to consider the
phrases they occurred in. although traditional grammars
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